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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Market Tote - Plaza  - Stained Glass Medallion 

Model Number: 12492-T76 Retail: $10.00   

 

Go Shopping in Style! Be colorful, and green, when you use your reusable Market Tote. 

Features East-West style, is foldable and reusable, reduces paper and plastic bag waste. 
Made with 60% recycled material. Wipe Clean. 19" W x 14" H x 7 1/2" D with 9 1/2" Strap 

Drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Market Tote - Plaza  - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 12492-X50 Retail: $10.00   

 

Go Shopping in Style! Be colorful, and green, when you use your reusable Market Tote. 
Features East-West style, is foldable and reusable, reduces paper and plastic bag waste. 

Made with 60% recycled material. Wipe Clean. 19" W x 14" H x 7 1/2" D with 9 1/2" Strap 
Drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Market Tote - Plaza Medallion 

Model Number: 12492-X76 Retail: $10.00   

 

Go Shopping in Style! Be colorful, and green, when you use your reusable Market Tote. 
Features East-West style, is foldable and reusable, reduces paper and plastic bag waste. 

Made with 60% recycled material. Wipe Clean. 19" W x 14" H x 7 1/2" D with 9 1/2" Strap 

Drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 23653-11940 Retail: $55.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 
warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Hope Blooms Light Pink 

Model Number: 23653-11955 Retail: $55.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 

warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 23653-11978 Retail: $55.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 
warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Plum Pansies 
Model Number: 23653-12077 Retail: $55.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 
warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Stained Glass Medallion 
Model Number: 23653-T76 Retail: $55.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 

warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 23653-X49 Retail: $55.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 

warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket- Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 23653-X50 Retail: $55.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 
warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Plush Throw Blanket - Hope Blooms 
Model Number: 23653-X55 Retail: $55.00   

 

Curl up with something soft and colorful. This plush throw is generously sized for keeping 
warm and toasty. Made of 100% polyester. 50" x 80" 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Mini Travel Umbrella - Ribbons Plaid 
Model Number: 24785-11978 Retail: $30.00   

 

The compact size of this mini umbrella makes it easy to toss it in your bag and take it 
along everywhere. You'll never be caught unprepared in a downpour again. 18.5" canopy 

radius. 2" W x 8" H x 2"D with 4.75" wrist strap. 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Mini Travel Umbrella - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 24785-X55 Retail: $30.00   

 

The compact size of this mini umbrella makes it easy to toss it in your bag and take it 

along everywhere. You'll never be caught unprepared in a downpour again. 18.5" canopy 
radius. 2" W x 8" H x 2"D with 4.75" wrist strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Mini Travel Umbrella - Plaza Medallion 

Model Number: 24785-X76 Retail: $30.00   

 

The compact size of this mini umbrella makes it easy to toss it in your bag and take it 

along everywhere. You'll never be caught unprepared in a downpour again. 18.5" canopy 
radius. 2" W x 8" H x 2"D with 4.75" wrist strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive RFID Compact Crossbody - Hope Blooms Teal 
Model Number: 26425-11943 Retail: $65.00   

 

Made of an innovative, water-repellent material sourced from recycled plastic water bottles 
(4 go into every bag). It's lightweight, durable and has built-in RFID technology to protect 

your credit and debit cards. Exterior features a phone pocket and a slip pocket. Interior 
features four card slips, two ID windows, two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip and snap 

closures. 7" w x 3.75" h x 1.75" d with 56" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist 
strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive RFID Compact Crossbody - Black 
Model Number: 26425-481 Retail: $65.00   

 

Made of an innovative, water-repellent material sourced from recycled plastic water bottles 

(4 go into every bag). It's lightweight, durable and has built-in RFID technology to protect 
your credit and debit cards. Exterior features a phone pocket and a slip pocket. Interior 

features four card slips, two ID windows, two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip and snap 
closures. 7" w x 3.75" h x 1.75" d with 56" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist 

strap. 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive RFID Compact Crossbody - Glass Vines 

Model Number: 26425-U06 Retail: $65.00   

 

Made of an innovative, water-repellent material sourced from recycled plastic water bottles 

(4 go into every bag). It's lightweight, durable and has built-in RFID technology to protect 
your credit and debit cards. Exterior features a phone pocket and a slip pocket. Interior 

features four card slips, two ID windows, two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip and snap 
closures. 7" w x 3.75" h x 1.75" d with 56" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist 

strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive RFID Compact Crossbody - Lavender 

Butterflies 

Model Number: 26425-V59 Retail: $65.00   

 

Made of an innovative, water-repellent material sourced from recycled plastic water bottles 

(4 go into every bag). It's lightweight, durable and has built-in RFID technology to protect 
your credit and debit cards. Exterior features a phone pocket and a slip pocket. Interior 

features four card slips, two ID windows, two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip and snap 
closures. 7" w x 3.75" h x 1.75" d with 56" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist 

strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive RFID Compact Crossbody - Rose Agate 

Model Number: 26425-X52 Retail: $65.00   

 

Made of an innovative, water-repellent material sourced from recycled plastic water bottles 

(4 go into every bag). It's lightweight, durable and has built-in RFID technology to protect 
your credit and debit cards. Exterior features a phone pocket and a slip pocket. Interior 

features four card slips, two ID windows, two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip and snap 
closures. 7" w x 3.75" h x 1.75" d with 56" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist 

strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive RFID Compact Crossbody - Plaza Medallion 

Model Number: 26425-X76 Retail: $65.00   

 

Made of an innovative, water-repellent material sourced from recycled plastic water bottles 
(4 go into every bag). It's lightweight, durable and has built-in RFID technology to protect 

your credit and debit cards. Exterior features a phone pocket and a slip pocket. Interior 
features four card slips, two ID windows, two slip pockets and a zip pocket. Zip and snap 

closures. 7" w x 3.75" h x 1.75" d with 56" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist 
strap. 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Sling Backpack - Hope Blooms Teal 

Model Number: 26679-11943 Retail: $55.00   

 

Now in sustainably sourced ReActive material made from recycled plastic water bottles (10 

go into every pack!), it's a smart choice for you and the environment. Lightweight and 
water-repellent, too, it can be worn across your back or your chest for easier accessibility. 

Exterior features a zip pocket at back side seam and a patch pocket compartment with an 
external zip pocket, a slip pocket and two pen slips inside it; D ring at strap top for keys; 

and zip closures.9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.0" d with 37.5" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Sling Backpack - Black 

Model Number: 26679-481 Retail: $55.00   

 

The cargo space of a small backpack and the effortlessness of a hands-free crossbody style 

meet at last! Now in our sustainably sourced ReActive material made from recycled plastic 

water bottles (10 go into every pack!) Exterior features a zip pocket at back side seam and 
a patch pocket compartment with an external zip pocket, a slip pocket and two pen slips 

inside it. D ring at strap top for keys. Zip closures. Capacity 549 cubic inches (9 L). 9.25" w 
x 19.25" h x 3.00" d with 37.50" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Sling Backpack - Glass Vines 
Model Number: 26679-U06 Retail: $55.00   

 

Now in sustainably sourced ReActive material made from recycled plastic water bottles (10 
go into every pack!), it's a smart choice for you and the environment. Lightweight and 

water-repellent, too, it can be worn across your back or your chest for easier accessibility. 
Exterior features a zip pocket at back side seam and a patch pocket compartment with an 

external zip pocket, a slip pocket and two pen slips inside it; D ring at strap top for keys; 
and zip closures.9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.0" d with 37.5" adjustable strap 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Sling Backpack - Rose Agate 
Model Number: 26679-X52 Retail: $55.00   

 

Now in sustainably sourced ReActive material made from recycled plastic water bottles (10 
go into every pack!), it's a smart choice for you and the environment. Lightweight and 

water-repellent, too, it can be worn across your back or your chest for easier accessibility. 
Exterior features a zip pocket at back side seam and a patch pocket compartment with an 

external zip pocket, a slip pocket and two pen slips inside it; D ring at strap top for keys; 

and zip closures.9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.0" d with 37.5" adjustable strap 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Sling Backpack - Plaza Medallion 

Model Number: 26679-X76 Retail: $55.00   

 

Now in sustainably sourced ReActive material made from recycled plastic water bottles (10 

go into every pack!), it's a smart choice for you and the environment. Lightweight and 
water-repellent, too, it can be worn across your back or your chest for easier accessibility. 

Exterior features a zip pocket at back side seam and a patch pocket compartment with an 

external zip pocket, a slip pocket and two pen slips inside it; D ring at strap top for keys; 
and zip closures.9.25" w x 19.25" h x 3.0" d with 37.5" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody- Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 26953-081 Retail: $85.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and 
provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a phone slip 

pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, one zip 
pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 3/4" H x 

2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 26953-219 Retail: $85.00   

 

The Iconic RFID All in One Crossbody is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and 

provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features a phone slip 
pocket and the interior features 12 card slips, six slip pockets, one bill pocket, one zip 

pocket and one ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. Spot clean. 6 1/2" W x 3 3/4" H x 
2" D with 6" removable wrist strap and 52" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 26955-081 Retail: $40.00   

 

The Iconic Lunch Bunch is made of lighweight, solid-colored polyester. The exterior 
features an ID window and the interior features a slip pocket. Zip closure. Machine wash 

cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 7 1/2" W x 9" H x 4 1/4" D with 3" 

handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Grand Backpack - Hope Blooms Teal 

Model Number: 27198-11943 Retail: $115.00   

 

ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-repellent, and made from 24 recycled PET water 
bottles; exterior has two mesh side pockets, front zip pocket, and padded back laptop zip 

pocket; interior offers an ID window, two slip pockets, and three pen slip pockets; main 

compartment has two mesh slip pockets and a mesh zip pocket; webbing tab on outside of 
bag with carabiner; padded laptop compartment; zip closures; accommodates up to a 15" 

laptop; 25-liter capacity; and dimensions: 12.75"W x 18"H x 8"D with a 32" adjustable 
strap and 0.75" handle drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Grand Backpack - Black 

Model Number: 27198-481 Retail: $115.00   

 

ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-repellent, and made from 24 recycled PET water 

bottles; exterior has two mesh side pockets, front zip pocket, and padded back laptop zip 
pocket; interior offers an ID window, two slip pockets, and three pen slip pockets; main 

compartment has two mesh slip pockets and a mesh zip pocket; webbing tab on outside of 
bag with carabiner; padded laptop compartment; zip closures; accommodates up to a 15" 

laptop; 25-liter capacity; and dimensions: 12.75"W x 18"H x 8"D with a 32" adjustable 

strap and 0.75" handle drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Grand Backpack – Lavender Butterflies 
Model Number: 27198-V59 Retail: $115.00   

 

ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-repellent, and made from 24 recycled PET water 
bottles; exterior has two mesh side pockets, front zip pocket, and padded back laptop zip 

pocket; interior offers an ID window, two slip pockets, and three pen slip pockets; main 
compartment has two mesh slip pockets and a mesh zip pocket; webbing tab on outside of 

bag with carabiner; padded laptop compartment; zip closures; accommodates up to a 15" 
laptop; 25-liter capacity; and dimensions: 12.75"W x 18"H x 8"D with a 32" adjustable 

strap and 0.75" handle drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Grand Backpack - Rose Agate 

Model Number: 27198-X52 Retail: $115.00   

 

ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-repellent, and made from 24 recycled PET water 

bottles; exterior has two mesh side pockets, front zip pocket, and padded back laptop zip 

pocket; interior offers an ID window, two slip pockets, and three pen slip pockets; main 
compartment has two mesh slip pockets and a mesh zip pocket; webbing tab on outside of 

bag with carabiner; padded laptop compartment; zip closures; accommodates up to a 15" 
laptop; 25-liter capacity; and dimensions: 12.75"W x 18"H x 8"D with a 32" adjustable 

strap and 0.75" handle drop 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Grand Backpack - Plaza Medallion 

Model Number: 27198-X76 Retail: $115.00   

 

ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-repellent, and made from 24 recycled PET water 
bottles; exterior has two mesh side pockets, front zip pocket, and padded back laptop zip 

pocket; interior offers an ID window, two slip pockets, and three pen slip pockets; main 

compartment has two mesh slip pockets and a mesh zip pocket; webbing tab on outside of 
bag with carabiner; padded laptop compartment; zip closures; accommodates up to a 15" 

laptop; 25-liter capacity; and dimensions: 12.75"W x 18"H x 8"D with a 32" adjustable 
strap and 0.75" handle drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive XL Backpack - Black 

Model Number: 27298-481 Retail: $130.00   

 

Lightweight and water-repellent. Sustainably sourced from 22 recycled water bottles. 

Endorsed by the American Chiropractic Association. Exterior has 2 mesh side pockets, front 
zip pocket and back padded laptop zip pocket for up to a 15" laptop. Interior features an 

ID window, 2 clip pockets, 3 pen slip pockets. Main compartments have 2 mesh slip 
pockets and a mesh zip pocket. Webbing tab with loop and carabiner. Back panel is 

padded and features a shaped padded trolley sleeve. Zip closures. 12.75" x 18" x 9". 32" 

Adjustable strap. .75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive XL Backpack - Rose Agate 
Model Number: 27298-X52 Retail: $130.00   

 

Lightweight and water-repellent. Sustainably sourced from 22 recycled water bottles. 

Endorsed by the American Chiropractic Association. Exterior has 2 mesh side pockets, front 
zip pocket and back padded laptop zip pocket for up to a 15" laptop. Interior features an 

ID window, 2 clip pockets, 3 pen slip pockets. Main compartments have 2 mesh slip 

pockets and a mesh zip pocket. Webbing tab with loop and carabiner. Back panel is 
padded and features a shaped padded trolley sleeve. Zip closures. 12.75" x 18" x 9". 32" 

Adjustable strap. .75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive XL Backpack - Plaza Medallion 
Model Number: 27298-X76 Retail: $130.00   

 

Lightweight and water-repellent. Sustainably sourced from 22 recycled water bottles. 
Endorsed by the American Chiropractic Association. Exterior has 2 mesh side pockets, front 

zip pocket and back padded laptop zip pocket for up to a 15" laptop. Interior features an 
ID window, 2 clip pockets, 3 pen slip pockets. Main compartments have 2 mesh slip 

pockets and a mesh zip pocket. Webbing tab with loop and carabiner. Back panel is 

padded and features a shaped padded trolley sleeve. Zip closures. 12.75" x 18" x 9". 32" 
Adjustable strap. .75" handle drop. 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Commuter Tote - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27338-081 Retail: $155.00   

 

The new padded laptop compartment keeps your tech safe, a trolley sleeve makes travel a 

snap and a handy key leash makes sure your keys are never at the bottom of the bag. This 
will be your new favorite work bag! Microfiber is lightweight, solid-colored polyester. 

Exterior features a zip and three slip pockets (one contains a key leash). Interior features 
three slip pockets and two mesh slip pockets. Zip closure. 15.5" w x 14.5" h x 4.5" d with 

12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Microfiber - Black 

Model Number: 27424-081 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 
features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 

and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 
closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 

11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27424-219 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Iconic Triple Zip Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 
features one slip and two zip pockets (upper zip compartment contains two slip pockets) 

and the interior features two slips and one zip pocket with printed polyester lining. Zip 

closure. Machine wash cold; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; line dry. 11 3/4" W x 
11 3/4" H x 1 1/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27426-081 Retail: $130.00   

 

We took everything you love about our timeless tote and reinterpreted it in this must-have 
handbag. Microfiber is lightweight, solid-colored polyester. The exterior features a front slip 

pocket, a zip pocket containing and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. 
Zip closure. 15" w x 14.5" h x 6" d with 12.00" strap drop 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Microfiber - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27426-219 Retail: $130.00   

 

We took everything you love about our timeless tote and reinterpreted it in this must-have 
handbag. Microfiber is lightweight, solid-colored polyester. The exterior features a front slip 

pocket, a zip pocket containing and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. 
Zip closure. 15" w x 14.5" h x 6" d with 12.00" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27427-081 Retail: $110.00   

 

This bag is equal parts laidback and ambitious - just like you! Toss odds and ends into the 

roomy main compartment - or use the clever storage spots, such as the spacious front and 
back pockets on the bag's outside - to ensure everything has its place. You can have it 

both ways! Made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features a hidden zip and 
two slip pockets while the interior has three slips and a zip pocket. Use the drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag. Zip closure. 11.00" w x 12.25" h x 8.00" d with 10.50" strap 

drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27427-219 Retail: $110.00   

 

This bag is equal parts laidback and ambitious - just like you! Toss odds and ends into the 

roomy main compartment - or use the clever storage spots, such as the spacious front and 
back pockets on the bag's outside - to ensure everything has its place. You can have it 

both ways! Made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features a hidden zip and 

two slip pockets while the interior has three slips and a zip pocket. Use the drawstring to 
adjust the size of the bag. Zip closure. 11.00" w x 12.25" h x 8.00" d with 10.50" strap 

drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Mini Hipster - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27429-081 Retail: $70.00   

 

The Iconic RFID Mini Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-color cotton and provides 

RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features one zip and one slip 
pocket and the interior features six card slips and an ID window with printed polyester 

lining. Zip and magnetic closures. Machine wash; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; 

line dry. 6 1/2" W x 8" H x 3/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Mini Hipster - Microfiber - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27429-219 Retail: $70.00   

 

The Iconic RFID Mini Hipster is made from lightweight, solid-color cotton and provides 

RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior features one zip and one slip 

pocket and the interior features six card slips and an ID window with printed polyester 
lining. Zip and magnetic closures. Machine wash; gentle; non-chlorine bleach as needed; 

line dry. 6 1/2" W x 8" H x 3/4" D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27430-081 Retail: $100.00   

 

The Iconic Small Vera Tote is made of lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features a front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top pocket. The interior features six 
slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" W x 11.25" H x 4.50" D with 12" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27430-219 Retail: $100.00   

 

The Iconic Small Vera Tote is made of lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features a front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top pocket. The interior features six 

slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" W x 11.25" H x 4.50" D with 12" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Microfiber-Classic Black 
Model Number: 27431-081 Retail: $165.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features 2 

zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for headphones, front zip compartment 
features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID window. Main compartment features 2 

mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded back and straps. Zip closures. 26L 
capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 2 3/4" handle drop and 32" 

adjustable straps. 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27433-081 Retail: $20.00   

 

The Iconic Zip ID Case is made of lightweight, solid-colored cotton and features a front ID 

window, interior compartment, key ring and polyester lining. Zip closure. Spot clean. 5" W 
x 3" H. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Microfiber - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27433-219 Retail: $20.00   

 

The Iconic Zip ID Case is made of lightweight, solid-colored cotton and features a front ID 

window, interior compartment, key ring and polyester lining. Zip closure. Spot clean. 5" W 
x 3" H. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27441-081 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Hanging Travel Organizer is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and 
features a top zippered, quilted compartment plus two taffeta-lined, clear plastic 

compartments and a gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment that opens wide when 

unzipped. Tie closure. Metal hanger tucks away. Spot Clean. 11 1/2" W x 29 1/4" H x 1 
1/2" D with 5" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27441-219 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Iconic Hanging Travel Organizer is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and 

features a top zippered, quilted compartment plus two taffeta-lined, clear plastic 
compartments and a gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment that opens wide when 

unzipped. Tie closure. Metal hanger tucks away. Spot Clean. 11 1/2" W x 29 1/4" H x 1 

1/2" D with 5" handle drop. 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Mini Cosmetic - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27448-081 Retail: $35.00   

 

For daily, on-the-go touch-ups, this will be your favorite new sidekick. This small but 

mighty cosmetic bag is roomy enough to fit one of everything, but compact enough to tuck 

into your tote or satchel on school days, work days and days that seemingly never end. 
Microfiber is lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Features a front zip pocket; PVC lined 

main compartment and zip closures. 6.5" w x 4.5" h x 2.25" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27450-081 Retail: $150.00   

 

The Iconic Weekender Travel Bag is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton The 
exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior features five mesh pockets. 

Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. Carry-On Compliant. Zip 
Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" 

Removable Adjustable Strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27450-219 Retail: $150.00   

 

The Iconic Weekender Travel Bag is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton The 
exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior features five mesh pockets. 

Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. Carry-On Compliant. Zip 

Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" 
Removable Adjustable Strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Cosmetic - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27451-081 Retail: $50.00   

 

The Iconic Large Cosmetic is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and features a 
front zip pocket and main compartment with PVC lining. Zip closures. Spot Clean. 10" W x 

7 1/4" H x 4 1/4" D. 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Cosmetic - Microfiber - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27451-219 Retail: $50.00   

 

The Iconic Large Cosmetic is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and features a 

front zip pocket and main compartment with PVC lining. Zip closures. Spot Clean. 10" W x 
7 1/4" H x 4 1/4" D. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Medium Cosmetic - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27452-081 Retail: $40.00   

 

The Iconic Medium Cosmetic is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and features a 

front zip pocket and main compartment with PVC lining. Zip closures. Spot Clean. 7 3/4" W 
x 5 3/4" H x 2 3/4" D. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Medium Cosmetic - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27452-219 Retail: $40.00   

 

The Iconic Medium Cosmetic is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton and features a 

front zip pocket and main compartment with PVC lining. Zip closures. Spot Clean. 7 3/4" W 

x 5 3/4" H x 2 3/4" D. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Turnlock Wallet - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27495-081 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Turnlock Wallet has both organization and style and is made of lighweight, solid-
colored cotton. It provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior has one 

zip coin pocket and the interior has 12 card slips, 3 bill slips and two ID windows. Turnlock 
and zip closures. 7.75"W x 4.75"H x 1"D 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Turnlock Wallet - Microfiber - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27495-219 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Turnlock Wallet has both organization and style and is made of lighweight, solid-
colored cotton. It provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. The exterior has one 

zip coin pocket and the interior has 12 card slips, 3 bill slips and two ID windows. Turnlock 
and zip closures. 7.75"W x 4.75"H x 1"D 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 27511-081 Retail: $130.00   

 

The Iconic Large Travel Duffel is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one zip pocket, a charger pocket and three slip pockets and the interior features 
one zip and three elastic mesh pockets. Zip Closure. Spot Clean. 22" W x 11 1/2" H x 11 

1/2" D with 15" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27511-219 Retail: $130.00   

 

The Iconic Large Travel Duffel is made from lightweight, solid-colored cotton. The exterior 

features one zip pocket, a charger pocket and three slip pockets and the interior features 
one zip and three elastic mesh pockets. Zip Closure. Spot Clean. 22" W x 11 1/2" H x 11 

1/2" D with 15" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Microfiber - Classic Black 
Model Number: 27514-081 Retail: $145.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features 2 

zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for headphones, front zip compartment 
features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID window. Main compartment features 2 

mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded back and straps. Zip closures. 26L 
capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 2 3/4" handle drop and 32" 

adjustable straps. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Microfiber - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27514-219 Retail: $145.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Exterior features 2 

zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for headphones, front zip compartment 

features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID window. Main compartment features 2 
mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded back and straps. Zip closures. 26L 

capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 2 3/4" handle drop and 32" 
adjustable straps. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Belt Bag Sling - Glass Vines 

Model Number: 27628-U06 Retail: $50.00   

 

This clever belt bag sling has plenty of compartments, slips, and pockets for all of your 

essentials. Crafted in ReActive, a lightweight material made of recycled plastic water 
bottles (8 go into every sling!). Features include: ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-

repellent, and made from recycled PET water bottles; zip pouch has one front zip pocket 
and three interior card slip pockets; flap pouch has one front slip pocket; zip and buckle 

closures; and dimensions: 5"W x 5"H x 1.25"D with a 45" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Belt Bag Sling - Lavender Butterflies 

Model Number: 27628-V59 Retail: $50.00   

 

This clever belt bag sling has plenty of compartments, slips, and pockets for all of your 

essentials. Crafted in ReActive, a lightweight material made of recycled plastic water 
bottles (8 go into every sling!). Features include: ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-

repellent, and made from recycled PET water bottles; zip pouch has one front zip pocket 

and three interior card slip pockets; flap pouch has one front slip pocket; zip and buckle 
closures; and dimensions: 5"W x 5"H x 1.25"D with a 45" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Belt Bag Sling - Rose Agate 

Model Number: 27628-X52 Retail: $50.00   

 

This clever belt bag sling has plenty of compartments, slips, and pockets for all of your 

essentials. Crafted in ReActive, a lightweight material made of recycled plastic water 

bottles (8 go into every sling!). Features include: ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-
repellent, and made from recycled PET water bottles; zip pouch has one front zip pocket 

and three interior card slip pockets; flap pouch has one front slip pocket; zip and buckle 
closures; and dimensions: 5"W x 5"H x 1.25"D with a 45" removable, adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Belt Bag Sling - Plaza Medallion 
Model Number: 27628-X76 Retail: $50.00   

 

This clever belt bag sling has plenty of compartments, slips, and pockets for all of your 

essentials. Crafted in ReActive, a lightweight material made of recycled plastic water 
bottles (8 go into every sling!). Features include: ReActive is lightweight, durable, water-

repellent, and made from recycled PET water bottles; zip pouch has one front zip pocket 
and three interior card slip pockets; flap pouch has one front slip pocket; zip and buckle 

closures; and dimensions: 5"W x 5"H x 1.25"D with a 45" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 27966-219 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 
compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 
accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Cardinal Red 
Model Number: 27966-I95 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 
has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy 
Green 

Model Number: 27966-T03 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 
has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Galaxy Gray 

Model Number: 27966-X67 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 
for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy Green 

Model Number: 27970-T03 Retail: $35.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 

clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 
handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Galaxy Gray 
Model Number: 27970-X67 Retail: $35.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 
clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 

handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 27971-219 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 
finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 

zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 
with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton – Cardinal Red 

Model Number: 27971-I95 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 

zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 
with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy 

Green 

Model Number: 27971-T03 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 
zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 

with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Galaxy Gray 

Model Number: 27971-X67 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 

zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 
with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28004-11940 Retail: $85.00   

 

This crossbody has plenty of easy-reach outside organization. A speed clip and loops to 
hang everything, from your keys to your hand sanitizer. Made from Vera Bradley's new 

Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and 
Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (with 2 

slip pockets), a front slip pocket, and a back phone slip pocket; interior has 2 slip pockets 

and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11.5"W x 10.5"H x 3"D with a 56" adjustable strap. 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28004-12077 Retail: $85.00   

 

This crossbody has plenty of easy-reach outside organization. A speed clip and loops to 

hang everything, from your keys to your hand sanitizer. Made from Vera Bradley's new 
Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and 

Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (with 2 
slip pockets), a front slip pocket, and a back phone slip pocket; interior has 2 slip pockets 

and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11.5"W x 10.5"H x 3"D with a 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 28004-219 Retail: $85.00   

 

This crossbody has plenty of easy-reach outside organization. A speed clip and loops to 

hang everything, from your keys to your hand sanitizer. Made from Vera Bradley's new 

Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and 
Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (with 2 

slip pockets), a front slip pocket, and a back phone slip pocket; interior has 2 slip pockets 
and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11.5"W x 10.5"H x 3"D with a 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28004-481 Retail: $85.00   

 

This crossbody has plenty of easy-reach outside organization. A speed clip and loops to 
hang everything, from your keys to your hand sanitizer. Made from Vera Bradley's new 

Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and 
Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (with 2 

slip pockets), a front slip pocket, and a back phone slip pocket; interior has 2 slip pockets 
and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11.5"W x 10.5"H x 3"D with a 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Crossbody - Recycled Cotton – Cardinal Red 
Model Number: 28004-I95 Retail: $85.00   

 

This crossbody has plenty of easy-reach outside organization. A speed clip and loops to 
hang everything, from your keys to your hand sanitizer. Made from Vera Bradley's new 

Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and 
Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (with 2 

slip pockets), a front slip pocket, and a back phone slip pocket; interior has 2 slip pockets 

and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11.5"W x 10.5"H x 3"D with a 56" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy Green 

Model Number: 28004-T03 Retail: $85.00   

 

This crossbody has plenty of easy-reach outside organization. A speed clip and loops to 

hang everything, from your keys to your hand sanitizer. Made from Vera Bradley's new 

Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and 
Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (with 2 

slip pockets), a front slip pocket, and a back phone slip pocket; interior has 2 slip pockets 
and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11.5"W x 10.5"H x 3"D with a 56" adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28004-X50 Retail: $85.00   

 

This crossbody has plenty of easy-reach outside organization. A speed clip and loops to 

hang everything, from your keys to your hand sanitizer. Made from Vera Bradley's new 
Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and 

Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (with 2 
slip pockets), a front slip pocket, and a back phone slip pocket; interior has 2 slip pockets 

and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11.5"W x 10.5"H x 3"D with a 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Galaxy Gray 

Model Number: 28004-X67 Retail: $85.00   

 

This crossbody has plenty of easy-reach outside organization. A speed clip and loops to 

hang everything, from your keys to your hand sanitizer. Made from Vera Bradley's new 
Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and 

Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (with 2 

slip pockets), a front slip pocket, and a back phone slip pocket; interior has 2 slip pockets 
and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11.5"W x 10.5"H x 3"D with a 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Small Crossbody-Recycled Cotton - Java Navy 

Camo 

Model Number: 28005-11940 Retail: $65.00   

 

Stow your essentials in this smart, small crossbody, complete with a zip-close main 
compartment and convenient front slip pocket. Such a great size, this style was made for 

accompanying you in any season. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, the 
function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish. Features include: 

consciously crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has two front slip pockets; interior has 

two slip pockets and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11"W x 8"H x 1.5"D with a 56" adjustable 
strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Small Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 
Model Number: 28005-12077 Retail: $65.00   

 

Stow your essentials in this smart, small crossbody, complete with a zip-close main 
compartment and convenient front slip pocket. Such a great size, this style was made for 

accompanying you in any season. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, the 
function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish. Features include: 

consciously crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has two front slip pockets; interior has 

two slip pockets and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11"W x 8"H x 1.5"D with a 56" adjustable 
strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Small Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28005-481 Retail: $65.00   

 

Stow your essentials in this smart, small crossbody, complete with a zip-close main 

compartment and convenient front slip pocket. Such a great size, this style was made for 
accompanying you in any season. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, the 

function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish. Features include: 

consciously crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has two front slip pockets; interior has 
two slip pockets and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11"W x 8"H x 1.5"D with a 56" adjustable 

strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Small Crossbody-Recycled Cotton-Climbing Ivy 
Green 

Model Number: 28005-T03 Retail: $65.00   

 

Stow your essentials in this smart, small crossbody, complete with a zip-close main 

compartment and convenient front slip pocket. Such a great size, this style was made for 
accompanying you in any season. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, the 

function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish. Features include: 
consciously crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has two front slip pockets; interior has 

two slip pockets and a zip pocket; zip closure. 11"W x 8"H x 1.5"D with a 56" adjustable 

strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28013-11940 Retail: $95.00   

 

Backpack with a pocket and place for every essential. Its drawstring closure and clever side 

clips allow you to instantly adjust the bag to your needs. Made from new Recycled Cotton, 
the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-

ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (offering a pen slip, 2 slip 

pockets and a zip pocket) and 2 side zip pockets; interior has a slip pocket; drawstring and 
buckle closures; 15L capacity. 10"Wx14"Hx6.5"D with a 33.25" adjustable strap and 3" 

handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 
Model Number: 28013-12077 Retail: $95.00   

 

Backpack with a pocket and place for every essential. Its drawstring closure and clever side 
clips allow you to instantly adjust the bag to your needs. Made from new Recycled Cotton, 

the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-
ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (offering a pen slip, 2 slip 

pockets and a zip pocket) and 2 side zip pockets; interior has a slip pocket; drawstring and 

buckle closures; 15L capacity. 10"Wx14"Hx6.5"D with a 33.25" adjustable strap and 3" 
handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 28013-219 Retail: $95.00   

 

Backpack with a pocket and place for every essential. Its drawstring closure and clever side 

clips allow you to instantly adjust the bag to your needs. Made from new Recycled Cotton, 
the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-

ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (offering a pen slip, 2 slip 

pockets and a zip pocket) and 2 side zip pockets; interior has a slip pocket; drawstring and 
buckle closures; 15L capacity. 10"Wx14"Hx6.5"D with a 33.25" adjustable strap and 3" 

handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28013-481 Retail: $95.00   

 

Backpack with a pocket and place for every essential. Its drawstring closure and clever side 

clips allow you to instantly adjust the bag to your needs. Made from new Recycled Cotton, 

the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-
ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (offering a pen slip, 2 slip 

pockets and a zip pocket) and 2 side zip pockets; interior has a slip pocket; drawstring and 
buckle closures; 15L capacity. 10"Wx14"Hx6.5"D with a 33.25" adjustable strap and 3" 

handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Cardinal Red 

Model Number: 28013-I95 Retail: $95.00   

 

Backpack with a pocket and place for every essential. Its drawstring closure and clever side 
clips allow you to instantly adjust the bag to your needs. Made from new Recycled Cotton, 

the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-
ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (offering a pen slip, 2 slip 

pockets and a zip pocket) and 2 side zip pockets; interior has a slip pocket; drawstring and 

buckle closures; 15L capacity. 10"Wx14"Hx6.5"D with a 33.25" adjustable strap and 3" 
handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy Green 
Model Number: 28013-T03 Retail: $95.00   

 

Backpack with a pocket and place for every essential. Its drawstring closure and clever side 
clips allow you to instantly adjust the bag to your needs. Made from new Recycled Cotton, 

the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-
ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (offering a pen slip, 2 slip 

pockets and a zip pocket) and 2 side zip pockets; interior has a slip pocket; drawstring and 

buckle closures; 15L capacity. 10"Wx14"Hx6.5"D with a 33.25" adjustable strap and 3" 
handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28013-X50 Retail: $95.00   

 

Backpack with a pocket and place for every essential. Its drawstring closure and clever side 

clips allow you to instantly adjust the bag to your needs. Made from new Recycled Cotton, 
the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-

ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (offering a pen slip, 2 slip 

pockets and a zip pocket) and 2 side zip pockets; interior has a slip pocket; drawstring and 
buckle closures; 15L capacity. 10"Wx14"Hx6.5"D with a 33.25" adjustable strap and 3" 

handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Galaxy Gray 
Model Number: 28013-X67 Retail: $95.00   

 

Backpack with a pocket and place for every essential. Its drawstring closure and clever side 

clips allow you to instantly adjust the bag to your needs. Made from new Recycled Cotton, 

the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-
ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front zip compartment (offering a pen slip, 2 slip 

pockets and a zip pocket) and 2 side zip pockets; interior has a slip pocket; drawstring and 
buckle closures; 15L capacity. 10"Wx14"Hx6.5"D with a 33.25" adjustable strap and 3" 

handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Javy Navy 

Camo 
Model Number: 28024-11940 Retail: $60.00   

 

With so many ways to wear and a spot for every essential, this sling backpack is ready for 

any adventure. Lots of pockets and a comfortable padded strap ensure this bag has your 
back (or front!) all the time. Made from Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility 

Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! 

Exterior has a front flap pocket with buckle, a zip pocket, and a back hidden zip pocket; 
interior has a slip pocket and a zip pocket; zip and buckle closures.  7.0"W x 10.5"H with 

47" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 
Model Number: 28024-12077 Retail: $60.00   

 

With so many ways to wear and a spot for every essential, this sling backpack is ready for 
any adventure. Lots of pockets and a comfortable padded strap ensure this bag has your 

back (or front!) all the time. Made from Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility 
Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! 

Exterior has a front flap pocket with buckle, a zip pocket, and a back hidden zip pocket; 

interior has a slip pocket and a zip pocket; zip and buckle closures.  7.0"W x 10.5"H with 
47" adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28024-481 Retail: $60.00   

 

With so many ways to wear and a spot for every essential, this sling backpack is ready for 

any adventure. Lots of pockets and a comfortable padded strap ensure this bag has your 
back (or front!) all the time. Made from Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility 

Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! 

Exterior has a front flap pocket with buckle, a zip pocket, and a back hidden zip pocket; 
interior has a slip pocket and a zip pocket; zip and buckle closures.  7.0"W x 10.5"H with 

47" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy 
Gree 

Model Number: 28024-T03 Retail: $60.00   

 

With so many ways to wear and a spot for every essential, this sling backpack is ready for 

any adventure. Lots of pockets and a comfortable padded strap ensure this bag has your 
back (or front!) all the time. Made from Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility 

Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! 
Exterior has a front flap pocket with buckle, a zip pocket, and a back hidden zip pocket; 

interior has a slip pocket and a zip pocket; zip and buckle closures.  7.0"W x 10.5"H with 

47" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28024-X50 Retail: $60.00   

 

With so many ways to wear and a spot for every essential, this sling backpack is ready for 

any adventure. Lots of pockets and a comfortable padded strap ensure this bag has your 
back (or front!) all the time. Made from Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility 

Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! 

Exterior has a front flap pocket with buckle, a zip pocket, and a back hidden zip pocket; 
interior has a slip pocket and a zip pocket; zip and buckle closures.  7.0"W x 10.5"H with 

47" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Sling Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Galaxy Gray 
Model Number: 28024-X67 Retail: $60.00   

 

With so many ways to wear and a spot for every essential, this sling backpack is ready for 
any adventure. Lots of pockets and a comfortable padded strap ensure this bag has your 

back (or front!) all the time. Made from Recycled Cotton, the function-focused Utility 
Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! 

Exterior has a front flap pocket with buckle, a zip pocket, and a back hidden zip pocket; 

interior has a slip pocket and a zip pocket; zip and buckle closures.  7.0"W x 10.5"H with 
47" adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Tote - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28046-11940 Retail: $120.00   

 

Carry as a tote or wear as a crossbody. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, 

the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-
ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front slip pocket, a front flap pocket, front zip 

compartment (with 2 slip pockets inside), 2 side slip pockets, and a back slip pocket; 

interior has a zip pocket; fabric loop on strap; webbing loop on left side of bag; buckle 
details; zip closure. 14.75"W x 13.5"H x 5"D with an 11" strap drop and 39" removable 

strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Tote - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 
Model Number: 28046-12077 Retail: $120.00   

 

Carry as a tote or wear as a crossbody. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, 

the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-

ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front slip pocket, a front flap pocket, front zip 
compartment (with 2 slip pockets inside), 2 side slip pockets, and a back slip pocket; 

interior has a zip pocket; fabric loop on strap; webbing loop on left side of bag; buckle 
details; zip closure. 14.75"W x 13.5"H x 5"D with an 11" strap drop and 39" removable 

strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Tote - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 28046-219 Retail: $120.00   

 

Carry as a tote or wear as a crossbody. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, 
the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-

ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front slip pocket, a front flap pocket, front zip 
compartment (with 2 slip pockets inside), 2 side slip pockets, and a back slip pocket; 

interior has a zip pocket; fabric loop on strap; webbing loop on left side of bag; buckle 

details; zip closure. 14.75"W x 13.5"H x 5"D with an 11" strap drop and 39" removable 
strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Tote - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28046-481 Retail: $120.00   

 

Carry as a tote or wear as a crossbody. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, 
the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-

ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front slip pocket, a front flap pocket, front zip 
compartment (with 2 slip pockets inside), 2 side slip pockets, and a back slip pocket; 

interior has a zip pocket; fabric loop on strap; webbing loop on left side of bag; buckle 

details; zip closure. 14.75"W x 13.5"H x 5"D with an 11" strap drop and 39" removable 
strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Tote - Recycled Cotton - Cardinal Red 
Model Number: 28046-I95 Retail: $120.00   

 

Carry as a tote or wear as a crossbody. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, 

the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-
ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front slip pocket, a front flap pocket, front zip 

compartment (with 2 slip pockets inside), 2 side slip pockets, and a back slip pocket; 

interior has a zip pocket; fabric loop on strap; webbing loop on left side of bag; buckle 
details; zip closure. 14.75"W x 13.5"H x 5"D with an 11" strap drop and 39" removable 

strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Tote - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy Green 
Model Number: 28046-T03 Retail: $120.00   

 

Carry as a tote or wear as a crossbody. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, 

the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-

ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front slip pocket, a front flap pocket, front zip 
compartment (with 2 slip pockets inside), 2 side slip pockets, and a back slip pocket; 

interior has a zip pocket; fabric loop on strap; webbing loop on left side of bag; buckle 
details; zip closure. 14.75"W x 13.5"H x 5"D with an 11" strap drop and 39" removable 

strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Tote - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28046-X50 Retail: $120.00   

 

Carry as a tote or wear as a crossbody. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, 
the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-

ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front slip pocket, a front flap pocket, front zip 
compartment (with 2 slip pockets inside), 2 side slip pockets, and a back slip pocket; 

interior has a zip pocket; fabric loop on strap; webbing loop on left side of bag; buckle 

details; zip closure. 14.75"W x 13.5"H x 5"D with an 11" strap drop and 39" removable 
strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Tote - Recycled Cotton - Galaxy Gray 
Model Number: 28046-X67 Retail: $120.00   

 

Carry as a tote or wear as a crossbody. Made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton, 
the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and Vera Bradley's first-

ever solid cotton colors! Exterior has a front slip pocket, a front flap pocket, front zip 
compartment (with 2 slip pockets inside), 2 side slip pockets, and a back slip pocket; 

interior has a zip pocket; fabric loop on strap; webbing loop on left side of bag; buckle 

details; zip closure. 14.75"W x 13.5"H x 5"D with an 11" strap drop and 39" removable 
strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28116-11940 Retail: $140.00   

 

Designed with exterior pockets for easy accessibility and interior pockets for ultimate 
organization. A laptop compartment keeps your tech safe and secure. Made from Recycled 

Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and our first-ever 
solid cotton colors! Exterior features one front flap pocket and two side slip pockets. 

Trolley sleeve. Interior features two mesh slip pockets. Zip closure. Capacity 39 L. 18.5" w 
x 14.5" h x 8.5" d with 8.0" handle drop and 56.0" removable, adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Black 
Model Number: 28116-481 Retail: $140.00   

 

Designed with exterior pockets for easy accessibility and interior pockets for ultimate 
organization. A laptop compartment keeps your tech safe and secure. Made from Recycled 

Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and our first-ever 
solid cotton colors! Exterior features one front flap pocket and two side slip pockets. 

Trolley sleeve. Interior features two mesh slip pockets. Zip closure. Capacity 39 L. 18.5" w 

x 14.5" h x 8.5" d with 8.0" handle drop and 56.0" removable, adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Cardinal Red 

Model Number: 28116-I95 Retail: $140.00   

 

Designed with exterior pockets for easy accessibility and interior pockets for ultimate 
organization. A laptop compartment keeps your tech safe and secure. Made from Recycled 

Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and our first-ever 

solid cotton colors! Exterior features one front flap pocket and two side slip pockets. 
Trolley sleeve. Interior features two mesh slip pockets. Zip closure. Capacity 39 L. 18.5" w 

x 14.5" h x 8.5" d with 8.0" handle drop and 56.0" removable, adjustable strap 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Climbing Ivy Green 
Model Number: 28116-T03 Retail: $140.00   

 

Designed with exterior pockets for easy accessibility and interior pockets for ultimate 

organization. A laptop compartment keeps your tech safe and secure. Made from Recycled 
Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and our first-ever 

solid cotton colors! Exterior features one front flap pocket and two side slip pockets. 
Trolley sleeve. Interior features two mesh slip pockets. Zip closure. Capacity 39 L. 18.5" w 

x 14.5" h x 8.5" d with 8.0" handle drop and 56.0" removable, adjustable strap 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28116-X50 Retail: $140.00   

 

Designed with exterior pockets for easy accessibility and interior pockets for ultimate 
organization. A laptop compartment keeps your tech safe and secure. Made from Recycled 

Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and our first-ever 
solid cotton colors! Exterior features one front flap pocket and two side slip pockets. 

Trolley sleeve. Interior features two mesh slip pockets. Zip closure. Capacity 39 L. 18.5" w 
x 14.5" h x 8.5" d with 8.0" handle drop and 56.0" removable, adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Utility Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Galaxy Gray 
Model Number: 28116-X67 Retail: $140.00   

 

Designed with exterior pockets for easy accessibility and interior pockets for ultimate 
organization. A laptop compartment keeps your tech safe and secure. Made from Recycled 

Cotton, the function-focused Utility Collection features an unquilted finish and our first-ever 
solid cotton colors! Exterior features one front flap pocket and two side slip pockets. 

Trolley sleeve. Interior features two mesh slip pockets. Zip closure. Capacity 39 L. 18.5" w 

x 14.5" h x 8.5" d with 8.0" handle drop and 56.0" removable, adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lanyard - Microfiber - Classic Black 

Model Number: 28147-081 Retail: $20.00   

 

Enjoy all the hands-free functionality of a classic lanyard. Holds your keys and badge close 

where you can quickly access them and also avoid misplacing them. Microfiber is 

lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Features a key ring and badge clip. 0.5" w x 18.5" h 
with 18.5" strap length 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lanyard - Microfiber - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 28147-219 Retail: $20.00   

 

Enjoy all the hands-free functionality of a classic lanyard. Holds your keys and badge close 
where you can quickly access them and also avoid misplacing them. Microfiber is 

lightweight, solid-colored polyester. Features a key ring and badge clip. 0.5" w x 18.5" h 
with 18.5" strap length 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Breakaway Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Javy Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28151-11940 Retail: $20.00   

 

Enjoy all the hands-free functionality of a classic lanyard with a breakaway clasp. Holds 
your keys and badge close where you can quickly access them and also avoid misplacing 

them. The very best feature? This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 
100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, 

the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Coordinating breakaway 
push-buckle; signature ring; and badge clip. 0.5" w x 18.5" h with 18.5" strap length 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Breakaway Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 
Model Number: 28151-12077 Retail: $20.00   

 

Enjoy all the hands-free functionality of a classic lanyard with a breakaway clasp. Holds 
your keys and badge close where you can quickly access them and also avoid misplacing 

them. The very best feature? This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 
100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, 

the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Coordinating breakaway 

push-buckle; signature ring; and badge clip. 0.5" w x 18.5" h with 18.5" strap length 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Breakaway Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28151-X49 Retail: $20.00   

 

Enjoy all the hands-free functionality of a classic lanyard with a breakaway clasp. Holds 
your keys and badge close where you can quickly access them and also avoid misplacing 

them. The very best feature? This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 

100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, 
the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Coordinating breakaway 

push-buckle; signature ring; and badge clip. 0.5" w x 18.5" h with 18.5" strap length 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Breakaway Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28151-X50 Retail: $20.00   

 

Enjoy all the hands-free functionality of a classic lanyard with a breakaway clasp. Holds 

your keys and badge close where you can quickly access them and also avoid misplacing 
them. The very best feature? This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 

100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, 
the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Coordinating breakaway 

push-buckle; signature ring; and badge clip. 0.5" w x 18.5" h with 18.5" strap length 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Dish Towel - Set of 2 - Ribbons Plaid 
Model Number: 28368-11978 Retail: $20.00   

 

Your kitchen is inevitably where the gathering happens and where the most time is spent - 

spice it up with this set of two dish towels! In 100% cotton, the coordinating prints add a 

vibrant touch to your space. Dimensions: 16.0" w x 7.0" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Pot Holder & Oven Mitt Set - Ribbons Plaid 
Model Number: 28369-11978 Retail: $25.00   

 

Adding a touch of pretty pattern to your cooking and baking, this set is crafted from soft, 

quilted cotton fabric that washes well for easy clean up. Thick padding between the fabric 
keeps your hands cool. Oven mitt = 12.5" h x 8" w. Hand opening is 6". Pot holder = 8" h 

x 8" w. Printed cotton interior and exterior. Fabric loops on each piece. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Apron - Javy Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28370-11940 Retail: $30.00   

 

Some aprons are there to protect your outfit from spills and splatters - ours is here to 
elevate your look altogether. This fun apron is fully adjustable with the neck and waist 

ties.and features a cute skirt, double-layered top and contrast print on the ties. Made from 

our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to 
fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers.   

32.0" h with 24.0" strap length and 36.0" strap length 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Apron - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28370-X50 Retail: $30.00   

 

Some aprons are there to protect your outfit from spills and splatters - ours is here to 

elevate your look altogether. This fun apron is fully adjustable with the neck and waist 
ties.and features a cute skirt, double-layered top and contrast print on the ties. Made from 

our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to 
fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers.   

32.0" h with 24.0" strap length and 36.0" strap length 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28408-11940 Retail: $70.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 
zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 

pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 
11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms Pink 
Model Number: 28408-11942 Retail: $70.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 
zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 

pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 

11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28408-12077 Retail: $70.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 
zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 
pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 

11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Stained Glass 
Medalli 

Model Number: 28408-T76 Retail: $70.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 
zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 

pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 

11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton – Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28408-X49 Retail: $70.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 

zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 

pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 
11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28408-X50 Retail: $70.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 

zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 
pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 

11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28408-X55 Retail: $70.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 

zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 
pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 

11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton -Java Navy 

Camo 
Model Number: 28410-11940 Retail: $60.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 

slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 

new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 
Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton - Plum 
Pansies 

Model Number: 28410-12077 Retail: $60.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 

slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 

new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 
Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton - Stained 

Glass M 
Model Number: 28410-T76 Retail: $60.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 
slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 

new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 
Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly 

By 
Model Number: 28410-X49 Retail: $60.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 

slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 

new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 
Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton - Rosa 

Floral 
Model Number: 28410-X50 Retail: $60.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 

slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 

new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 
Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Hanging Travel Organizer - Recycled Cotton - Hope 
Blooms 

Model Number: 28410-X55 Retail: $60.00   

 

Toiletries have a home here, thanks to the roomy, gusseted bottom pocket. Ideal for 

slipping things into your suitcase or hanging it near the vanity. Made from Vera Bradley's 

new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about 
Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication-now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Metal hanger tucks 

away; top zippered, quilted compartment plus 2 taffeta-lined, clear plastic compartments; 
gusseted, plastic-lined bottom compartment opens wide when unzipped; tie closure. 

11.5"Wx29.25"Hx1.5"D with 5" handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Mini Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28413-11940 Retail: $50.00   

 

All the components of a wallet built right into the bag, this compact crossbody keeps 

essentials organized. This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made 
from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to 

fabrication the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 
Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards; exterior has 1 zip and one slip pocket; 

interior has 6 card slips and an ID window; zip and magnetic snap closures. 6.5"W x 8.0"H 
x 0.75"D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Mini Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28413-12077 Retail: $50.00   

 

All the components of a wallet built right into the bag, this compact crossbody keeps 

essentials organized. This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made 
from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to 

fabrication the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 

Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards; exterior has 1 zip and one slip pocket; 
interior has 6 card slips and an ID window; zip and magnetic snap closures. 6.5"W x 8.0"H 

x 0.75"D with 56" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Mini Hipster - Recycled Cotton- Stained Glass 

Medallion 
Model Number: 28413-T76 Retail: $50.00   

 

All the components of a wallet built right into the bag, this compact crossbody keeps 

essentials organized. This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to 
fabrication the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 

Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards; exterior has 1 zip and one slip pocket; 
interior has 6 card slips and an ID window; zip and magnetic snap closures. 6.5"W x 8.0"H 

x 0.75"D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Mini Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 
Model Number: 28413-X49 Retail: $50.00   

 

All the components of a wallet built right into the bag, this compact crossbody keeps 
essentials organized. This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to 

fabrication the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 
Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards; exterior has 1 zip and one slip pocket; 

interior has 6 card slips and an ID window; zip and magnetic snap closures. 6.5"W x 8.0"H 
x 0.75"D with 56" adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Mini Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28413-X50 Retail: $50.00   

 

All the components of a wallet built right into the bag, this compact crossbody keeps 

essentials organized. This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to 
fabrication the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 

Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards; exterior has 1 zip and one slip pocket; 
interior has 6 card slips and an ID window; zip and magnetic snap closures. 6.5"W x 8.0"H 

x 0.75"D with 56" adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Mini Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 
Model Number: 28413-X55 Retail: $50.00   

 

All the components of a wallet built right into the bag, this compact crossbody keeps 
essentials organized. This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to 
fabrication the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 

Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards; exterior has 1 zip and one slip pocket; 

interior has 6 card slips and an ID window; zip and magnetic snap closures. 6.5"W x 8.0"H 
x 0.75"D with 56" adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28415-11940 Retail: $100.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 

protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 
from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 

softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms Pink 

Model Number: 28415-11942 Retail: $100.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 
softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28415-12077 Retail: $100.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 

protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 
from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 

softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Stained Glass Medallion 

Model Number: 28415-T76 Retail: $100.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 

protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 
from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 

softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28415-X49 Retail: $100.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 

protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 
softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28415-X50 Retail: $100.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 

protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 
from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 

softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28415-X55 Retail: $100.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 

protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 
from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 

softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28416-11940 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 
pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms Pink 
Model Number: 28416-11942 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 
Model Number: 28416-12077 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 
11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote-Recycled Cotton-Stained Glass 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28416-T76 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 
pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 
Model Number: 28416-X49 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 
11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28416-X50 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 
vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 
Model Number: 28416-X55 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 

pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 
11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy 
Camo 

Model Number: 28417-11940 Retail: $120.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 

features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 
Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 

1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 
Model Number: 28417-X49 Retail: $120.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 

features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 

Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 
1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28417-X50 Retail: $120.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 

features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 
Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 

1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28417-X55 Retail: $120.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 

features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 
Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 

1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28419-11940 Retail: $40.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 
that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 

from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 

about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 10.0" w x 

7.25" h x 4.25" d 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28419-12077 Retail: $40.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 

that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 
from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 

about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 10.0" w x 
7.25" h x 4.25" d 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Stained Glass 

Medallion 
Model Number: 28419-T76 Retail: $40.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 
that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 

from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 

about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 10.0" w x 

7.25" h x 4.25" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28419-X49 Retail: $40.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 

that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 
from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 

about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 10.0" w x 

7.25" h x 4.25" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28419-X50 Retail: $40.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 

that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 

from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 
about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 10.0" w x 
7.25" h x 4.25" d 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28419-X55 Retail: $40.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 
that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 

from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 

about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 10.0" w x 

7.25" h x 4.25" d 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Medium Cosmetic - Recycled  - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28420-11940 Retail: $35.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 

that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 
from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 

about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 7.75" w x 
5.75" h x 2.75" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Medium Cosmetic - Recycled  - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28420-12077 Retail: $35.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 

that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 

from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 
about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 7.75" w x 
5.75" h x 2.75" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Medium Cosmetic - Recycled  - Stained Glass Medallion 
Model Number: 28420-T76 Retail: $35.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 
that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 

from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 

about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 7.75" w x 

5.75" h x 2.75" d 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Medium Cosmetic - Recycled  - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28420-X49 Retail: $35.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 

that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 
from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 

about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 7.75" w x 
5.75" h x 2.75" d 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Medium Cosmetic - Recycled  - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28420-X50 Retail: $35.00   

 

This plastic-lined case holds bottles, brushes and all of your girl gear! Pretty and practical - 

that sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made 
from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love 

about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining. Zip closure. 7.75" w x 
5.75" h x 2.75" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Mini Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28421-11940 Retail: $30.00   

 

This plastic-lined case will neatly organize your necessities. Pretty and practical - that 

sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made from 

our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our 
go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed 

fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining and zip closure. 6.5" w x 4.5" h x 
2.25" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Mini Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 
Model Number: 28421-12077 Retail: $30.00   

 

This plastic-lined case will neatly organize your necessities. Pretty and practical - that 
sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made from 

our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our 

go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed 
fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining and zip closure. 6.5" w x 4.5" h x 

2.25" d 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Mini Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Stained Glass 

Medallion 

Model Number: 28421-T76 Retail: $30.00   

 

This plastic-lined case will neatly organize your necessities. Pretty and practical - that 
sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made from 

our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our 
go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed 

fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining and zip closure. 6.5" w x 4.5" h x 

2.25" d 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Mini Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28421-X49 Retail: $30.00   

 

This plastic-lined case will neatly organize your necessities. Pretty and practical - that 

sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made from 
our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our 

go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed 

fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining and zip closure. 6.5" w x 4.5" h x 
2.25" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Mini Cosmetic - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28421-X50 Retail: $30.00   

 

This plastic-lined case will neatly organize your necessities. Pretty and practical - that 

sounds like a winning combination to us. The very best feature? This style is made from 

our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our 
go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed 

fibers. Exterior features a zip pocket. Wipe-clean lining and zip closure. 6.5" w x 4.5" h x 
2.25" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28424-11940 Retail: $95.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers.Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 

and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 
adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28424-12077 Retail: $95.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers.Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 
and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Stained Glass 

Medallion 
Model Number: 28424-T76 Retail: $95.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers.Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 

and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 
adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28424-X49 Retail: $95.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers.Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 

and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28424-X50 Retail: $95.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers.Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 
and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28424-X55 Retail: $95.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers.Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 

and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28426-11940 Retail: $15.00   

 

The Iconic Zip ID Case is made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. It features a front ID window, interior compartment, key ring and 
polyester lining. Zip closure. Spot clean. 5" W x 3" H. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28426-12077 Retail: $15.00   

 

The Iconic Zip ID Case is made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. It features a front ID window, interior compartment, key ring and 
polyester lining. Zip closure. Spot clean. 5" W x 3" H. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Stained Glass Medallion 
Model Number: 28426-T76 Retail: $15.00   

 

The Iconic Zip ID Case is made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. It features a front ID window, interior compartment, key ring and 

polyester lining. Zip closure. Spot clean. 5" W x 3" H. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28426-X49 Retail: $15.00   

 

The Iconic Zip ID Case is made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. It features a front ID window, interior compartment, key ring and 
polyester lining. Zip closure. Spot clean. 5" W x 3" H. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28426-X50 Retail: $15.00   

 

The Iconic Zip ID Case is made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. It features a front ID window, interior compartment, key ring and 
polyester lining. Zip closure. Spot clean. 5" W x 3" H. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28426-X55 Retail: $15.00   

 

The Iconic Zip ID Case is made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. It features a front ID window, interior compartment, key ring and 
polyester lining. Zip closure. Spot clean. 5" W x 3" H. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Turnlock Wallet - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy 
Camo 

Model Number: 28435-11940 Retail: $60.00   

 

Multiple compartments and pockets keep cash, cards and everything else neat. This style is 

made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 

love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers.Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. Exterior features 

one zip coin pocket. Interior features 12 card slips, three bill slips and two ID windows. 
Turnlock and zip closures. 7.75" w x 4.75" h x 1.0" d 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Turnlock Wallet - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28435-12077 Retail: $60.00   

 

Multiple compartments and pockets keep cash, cards and everything else neat. This style is 
made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 

love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers.Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. Exterior features 
one zip coin pocket. Interior features 12 card slips, three bill slips and two ID windows. 

Turnlock and zip closures. 7.75" w x 4.75" h x 1.0" d 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Turnlock Wallet-Recycled Cotton-Stained Glass 

Medallion 
Model Number: 28435-T76 Retail: $60.00   

 

Multiple compartments and pockets keep cash, cards and everything else neat. This style is 
made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 

love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers.Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. Exterior features 
one zip coin pocket. Interior features 12 card slips, three bill slips and two ID windows. 

Turnlock and zip closures. 7.75" w x 4.75" h x 1.0" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Turnlock Wallet - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28435-X49 Retail: $60.00   

 

Multiple compartments and pockets keep cash, cards and everything else neat. This style is 

made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 
love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers.Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. Exterior features 
one zip coin pocket. Interior features 12 card slips, three bill slips and two ID windows. 

Turnlock and zip closures. 7.75" w x 4.75" h x 1.0" d 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Turnlock Wallet - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28435-X50 Retail: $60.00   

 

Multiple compartments and pockets keep cash, cards and everything else neat. This style is 

made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 

love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers.Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. Exterior features 

one zip coin pocket. Interior features 12 card slips, three bill slips and two ID windows. 
Turnlock and zip closures. 7.75" w x 4.75" h x 1.0" d 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Turnlock Wallet - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28435-X55 Retail: $60.00   

 

Multiple compartments and pockets keep cash, cards and everything else neat. This style is 
made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 

love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers.Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. Exterior features 
one zip coin pocket. Interior features 12 card slips, three bill slips and two ID windows. 

Turnlock and zip closures. 7.75" w x 4.75" h x 1.0" d 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28443-11940 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 

zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 
with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28443-12077 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 
finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 

zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 
with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel- Recycled Cotton-Stained Glass 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28443-T76 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 
finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 

zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 
with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28443-X49 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 
zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 

with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28443-X50 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 

zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 
with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28443-X55 Retail: $100.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 
finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 

zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 
with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 

11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 
Model Number: 28449-11940 Retail: $35.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 
clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 

handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28449-12077 Retail: $35.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 

clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 
This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 
handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Stained Glass 

Medallion 
Model Number: 28449-T76 Retail: $35.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 
clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 

handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28449-X49 Retail: $35.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 

clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 
This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 

handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28449-X50 Retail: $35.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 

clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 
handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Lunch Bunch - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 

Model Number: 28449-X55 Retail: $35.00   

 

Keeps snackables and packables from getting squished during your commute. Features a 
clear ID window on the exterior; interior slip pocket and zip closure. The very best feature? 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 

everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 
comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. 7.5"W x 9"H x 4.25"D with a 2" 

handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28453-11940 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 
for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 28453-12077 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 
compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 
for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton-Stained Glass 
Medallion 

Model Number: 28453-T76 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 
compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 
for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 

Model Number: 28453-X49 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 
has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28453-X50 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 
has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 
Model Number: 28453-X55 Retail: $115.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 

compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 
compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 

for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 
accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 

adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Java Navy 
Camo 

Model Number: 28454-11940 Retail: $130.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 
headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 

window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 
Model Number: 28454-12077 Retail: $130.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 

headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 
window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Butterfly By 
Model Number: 28454-X49 Retail: $130.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 
headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 

window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 
back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 

2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28454-X50 Retail: $130.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 

headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 
window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 
2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: XL Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Hope Blooms 
Model Number: 28454-X55 Retail: $130.00   

 

Iconic Campus Backpack made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 
reclaimed fibers. Exterior features 2 zip pockets, 2 side slip pockets and grommet for 

headphones, front zip compartment features 3 slip pockets, 4 pen slip pockets and ID 
window. Main compartment features 2 mesh slip pockets. Laptop compartment. Padded 

back and straps. Zip closures. 26L capacity. Spot Clean. 12" W x 16 3/4" H x 7 1/2" D with 

2 3/4" handle drop and 32" adjustable straps. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody-Recycled Cotton - Java Navy 

Camo 
Model Number: 28455-11940 Retail: $65.00   

 

Versatile crossbody converts to a wallet and a wristlet with the switch of a strap and built-

in RFID technology protects your credit and debit cards from data theft.   Made from our 

Recycled Cotton! 100% cotton - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and a zip pocket. Interior features 10 card slips, 4 slip pockets, 1 bill 

pocket, 1 interior back compartment pocket and 1 ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. 
6.75" w x 3.75" h x 2.25" d with 56.0" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist strap 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody-Recycled Cotton - Hope 
Blooms Pink 

Model Number: 28455-11942 Retail: $65.00   

 

Versatile crossbody converts to a wallet and a wristlet with the switch of a strap and built-
in RFID technology protects your credit and debit cards from data theft.   Made from our 

Recycled Cotton! 100% cotton - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and a zip pocket. Interior features 10 card slips, 4 slip pockets, 1 bill 

pocket, 1 interior back compartment pocket and 1 ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. 

6.75" w x 3.75" h x 2.25" d with 56.0" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist strap 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody-Recycled Cotton - Plum 

Pansies 
Model Number: 28455-12077 Retail: $65.00   

 

Versatile crossbody converts to a wallet and a wristlet with the switch of a strap and built-
in RFID technology protects your credit and debit cards from data theft.   Made from our 

Recycled Cotton! 100% cotton - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and a zip pocket. Interior features 10 card slips, 4 slip pockets, 1 bill 

pocket, 1 interior back compartment pocket and 1 ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. 

6.75" w x 3.75" h x 2.25" d with 56.0" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody-Recycled Cotton-Stained 

Glass Meda 
Model Number: 28455-T76 Retail: $65.00   

 

Versatile crossbody converts to a wallet and a wristlet with the switch of a strap and built-

in RFID technology protects your credit and debit cards from data theft.   Made from our 

Recycled Cotton! 100% cotton - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and a zip pocket. Interior features 10 card slips, 4 slip pockets, 1 bill 

pocket, 1 interior back compartment pocket and 1 ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. 
6.75" w x 3.75" h x 2.25" d with 56.0" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody-Recycled Cotton - Butterfly 
By 

Model Number: 28455-X49 Retail: $65.00   

 

Versatile crossbody converts to a wallet and a wristlet with the switch of a strap and built-
in RFID technology protects your credit and debit cards from data theft.   Made from our 

Recycled Cotton! 100% cotton - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
phone slip pocket and a zip pocket. Interior features 10 card slips, 4 slip pockets, 1 bill 

pocket, 1 interior back compartment pocket and 1 ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. 

6.75" w x 3.75" h x 2.25" d with 56.0" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist strap 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody-Recycled Cotton - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28455-X50 Retail: $65.00   

 

Versatile crossbody converts to a wallet and a wristlet with the switch of a strap and built-

in RFID technology protects your credit and debit cards from data theft.   Made from our 
Recycled Cotton! 100% cotton - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

phone slip pocket and a zip pocket. Interior features 10 card slips, 4 slip pockets, 1 bill 
pocket, 1 interior back compartment pocket and 1 ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. 

6.75" w x 3.75" h x 2.25" d with 56.0" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody-Recycled Cotton - Hope 

Blooms 

Model Number: 28455-X55 Retail: $65.00   

 

Versatile crossbody converts to a wallet and a wristlet with the switch of a strap and built-

in RFID technology protects your credit and debit cards from data theft.   Made from our 
Recycled Cotton! 100% cotton - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

phone slip pocket and a zip pocket. Interior features 10 card slips, 4 slip pockets, 1 bill 
pocket, 1 interior back compartment pocket and 1 ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. 

6.75" w x 3.75" h x 2.25" d with 56.0" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Crossbody Sling - Hope Blooms Teal 

Model Number: 28488-11943 Retail: $60.00   

 

Perfectly placed pockets and compartments keep everything from your phone to your keys 

in just the right spot. Crafted in our sustainably sourced ReActive material made from 

recycled plastic water bottles (7 go into every sling!). Exterior features a front zip pocket 
and a back slip pocket. Interior features two slip pockets. Ring at strap base for keysZip 

closure. 10.5" w x 8.5" h x 2.25" d with 54.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Crossbody Sling - Rose Agate 

Model Number: 28488-X52 Retail: $60.00   

 

Perfectly placed pockets and compartments keep everything from your phone to your keys 
in just the right spot. Crafted in our sustainably sourced ReActive material made from 

recycled plastic water bottles (7 go into every sling!). Exterior features a front zip pocket 

and a back slip pocket. Interior features two slip pockets. Ring at strap base for keysZip 
closure. 10.5" w x 8.5" h x 2.25" d with 54.0" adjustable strap 
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 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: ReActive Crossbody Sling - Plaza Medallion 

Model Number: 28488-X76 Retail: $60.00   

 

Perfectly placed pockets and compartments keep everything from your phone to your keys 

in just the right spot. Crafted in our sustainably sourced ReActive material made from 

recycled plastic water bottles (7 go into every sling!). Exterior features a front zip pocket 
and a back slip pocket. Interior features two slip pockets. Ring at strap base for keysZip 

closure. 10.5" w x 8.5" h x 2.25" d with 54.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 28567-219 Retail: $80.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 
pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 28568-219 Retail: $100.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 
softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 
pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 
Model Number: 28569-219 Retail: $70.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 

zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 
pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 

11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Napkins - Set of 4 - Javy Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28810-11940 Retail: $25.00   

 

These are made from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 
love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. Comes in a set of four.  20.5" w 

x 20.5" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Napkins - Set of 4 - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28810-11978 Retail: $25.00   

 

These are made from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 

love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. Comes in a set of four.  20.5" w 

x 20.5" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Napkins - Set of 4 - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28810-X50 Retail: $25.00   

 

These are made from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 

love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. Comes in a set of four.  20.5" w 
x 20.5" h 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Placemat-  Set of 2 - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28811-11940 Retail: $25.00   

 

These placemats are made from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you 
know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now 

crafted with reclaimed fibers. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. Comes in a set of two 

and they are reversible. 17.5" w x 13.5" h 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Placemat-  Set of 2 - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28811-11978 Retail: $25.00   

 

These placemats are made from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you 
know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now 

crafted with reclaimed fibers. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. Comes in a set of two 

and they are reversible. 17.5" w x 13.5" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Placemat-  Set of 2 - Rosa Floral 

Model Number: 28811-X50 Retail: $25.00   

 

These placemats are made from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you 

know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now 
crafted with reclaimed fibers. Our cotton is colorful and recycled. Comes in a set of two 

and they are reversible. 17.5" w x 13.5" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Large Travel Duffel - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 
Model Number: 28853-11978 Retail: $110.00   

 

Made from Recycled Cotton, this sustainably sourced style features a modern unquilted 

finish and Vera Bradley's first-ever solid cotton colors! Features include: exterior with one 
zip and three slip pockets; interior with three mesh slip pockets; detachable shoulder strap 

with shoulder pad for comfort; zip closure; capacity: 50L capacity. 22.0"W x 11.5"H x 
11.5"D with a 15" strap drop and 52.5" removable, adjustable strap. 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28855-11978 Retail: $130.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 

features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 
Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 

1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Campus Backpack - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28862-11978 Retail: $125.00   

 

Crafted with recycled cotton; exterior has 2 side slip pockets, a u-shaped front zip 
compartment with a front zip pocket, and a hidden back zip pocket; front u-shaped zip 

compartment contains 4 slip pockets, 3 pen slips, and an ID window; main compartment 

has 2 mesh slip pockets; padded laptop compartment; padded shoulder straps are shaped 
for optimum comfort on body; padded back panel has a shaped trolley sleeve; zip closures; 

accommodates up to a 15" laptop; 25-liter capacity. 12"W x 16.5"H x 7.5"D with a 32" 
adjustable strap and 2.75" handle drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Zip ID Case - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28866-11978 Retail: $20.00   

 

The Iconic Zip ID Case is made of Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted with 

reclaimed fibers. It features a front ID window, interior compartment, key ring and 
polyester lining. Zip closure. Spot clean. 5" W x 3" H. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Lanyard - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 
Model Number: 28867-11978 Retail: $20.00   

 

Hold your keys and badge close even on your most on-the-go days with this classic 

lanyard. This style is designed with our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication: the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Features a key ring and badge clip. 
Dimensions: 0.5" w x 18.5" h with 18.5" strap length 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID Turnlock Wallet - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28870-11978 Retail: $65.00   

 

Multiple compartments and pockets keep cash, cards and everything else neat. This style is 

made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and 
love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers.Provides RFID protection for credit and debit cards. Exterior features 

one zip coin pocket. Interior features 12 card slips, three bill slips and two ID windows. 
Turnlock and zip closures. 7.75" w x 4.75" h x 1.0" d 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Casserole Carrier - Java Navy Camo 

Model Number: 28872-11940 Retail: $40.00   

 

Potlucks, get-togethers and holiday gatherings are made all the more festive with a pretty 

casserole carrier that you can reach for again and again. This casserole carrier is made 
from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our 

go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed 

fibers. Holds most standard casserole dishes. Zip closure. 16.0" w x 3.5" h x 10.0" d with 
2.0" handle drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Casserole Carrier - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28872-11978 Retail: $40.00   

 

Potlucks, get-togethers and holiday gatherings are made all the more festive with a pretty 

casserole carrier that you can reach for again and again. This casserole carrier is made 

from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our 
go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed 

fibers. Holds most standard casserole dishes. Zip closure. 16.0" w x 3.5" h x 10.0" d with 
2.0" handle drop 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Casserole Carrier - Rosa Floral 
Model Number: 28872-X50 Retail: $40.00   

 

Potlucks, get-togethers and holiday gatherings are made all the more festive with a pretty 
casserole carrier that you can reach for again and again. This casserole carrier is made 

from our Recycled Cotton! In 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our 

go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed 
fibers. Holds most standard casserole dishes. Zip closure. 16.0" w x 3.5" h x 10.0" d with 

2.0" handle drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: RFID All In One Crossbody - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons 

Plaid 

Model Number: 28875-11978 Retail: $70.00   

 

Versatile crossbody converts to a wallet and a wristlet with the switch of a strap and built-
in RFID technology protects your credit and debit cards from data theft.   Made from our 

Recycled Cotton! 100% cotton - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 

phone slip pocket and a zip pocket. Interior features 10 card slips, 4 slip pockets, 1 bill 
pocket, 1 interior back compartment pocket and 1 ID window. Zip and magnetic closures. 

6.75" w x 3.75" h x 2.25" d with 56.0" removable, adjustable strap and 6.0" wrist strap 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Triple Zip Hipster - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28876-11978 Retail: $75.00   

 

The ultimate in hands-free organization, this clever crossbody features three separate 

zippered compartments. Made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features one slip pocket and two zip 

pockets. Interior features two slip pockets and one zip pocket. Zip closures. 11.75" w x 
11.75" h x 1.25" d with 56.0" adjustable strap 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Glenna Satchel - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28878-11978 Retail: $100.00   

 

This style is made from Vera Bradley's new Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about Vera Bradley's go-to fabrication - the softness, the 

comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers.Exterior has a hidden zip pocket 
and two slip pockets; interior has multiple slip pockets and a zip pocket; drawstring to 

adjust the size of the bag; zip closure. 11"W x 12.25"H x 8"D with a 10.5" strap drop. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 
Model Number: 28886-11978 Retail: $110.00   

 

This tote is large enough for the commute to the office with enough pockets to keep your 
protein bars separate from your pens. This style is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made 

from 100% cotton, it's everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the 

softness, the comfort, the vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a 
front slip pocket, a zip pocket and a hidden top slip pocket. Interior features six slip 

pockets. Zip closure. 15.0" w x 14.5" h x 6.0" d with 12.0" strap drop 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Small Vera Tote - Recycled Cotton - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28889-11978 Retail: $90.00   

 

The Small Vera Tote is made from our Recycled Cotton! Made from 100% cotton, it's 
everything you know and love about our go-to fabrication - the softness, the comfort, the 

vibrancy - now crafted with reclaimed fibers. Exterior features a front slip pocket, a zip 
pocket and a hidden top pocket. Interior features six slip pockets. Zip closure. 11.5" w x 

11.25" h x 4.5" d with 12.0" strap drop 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Classic Navy 

Model Number: 28900-219 Retail: $120.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 

features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 
Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 

1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Cozy Life Waffle Throw Blanket - Ribbons Plaid 

Model Number: 28998-11978 Retail: $70.00   

 

The ultimate movie marathon buddy and pillow fort building block, this fluffy blanket is a 

family favorite for cozy nights and snow days. Textured, printed waffle fleece top. 
Textured, solid waffle fleece lining. Dimensions: 50.0" w x 72.0" h 

Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Apron - Ribbons Plaid 
Model Number: 28999-11978 Retail: $30.00   

 

Consciously crafted from recycled cotton. The top portion is backed with cotton, skirt is 
single layer. Fully adjustable. Neck and waist ties. Inverted box pleats for added fullness at 

skirt. Dimensions: x 32.0" h with 24.0" strap length and 36.0" strap length 

 Brand Name:  Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag - Recycled Cotton - Plum Pansies 

Model Number: 29190-12077 Retail: $120.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 
with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 

features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 
Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 

1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 
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Brand Name: Vera Bradley Model Name: Weekender Travel Bag-Recycled Cotton-Stained Glass 

Medallion 
Model Number: 29190-T76 Retail: $120.00   

 

The Weekender Travel Bag is made from Recycled Cotton - 100% cotton - now crafted 

with reclaimed fibers. The exterior features one slip and two zip pockets and the interior 
features five mesh pockets. Includes charger pocket, trolley sleeve and removable strap. 

Carry-On Compliant. Zip Closures. Spot Clean. 18 1/2" W x 12 1/2" H x 7 1/2" D with 6 
1/2" Strap Drop and 52 1/2" Removable Adjustable Strap. 

 
 


